
 

 
 
 

 
 
Using                                          and                                                      data, we may identify that a child is not  
yet ready to investigate a Level of the grade concept, or a Level of a related concept because they have not 
demonstrated understanding of prior concept with logical and empirical basis. We may identify that instead, the  
child needs to investigate the prior concept as an(Assessment FOR learning). 

Children investigating an                                         will engage in the Explicit Teaching with the rest of the children to  
ensure they are exposed to grade level expectations.  
They will ask their partner questions to develop their metalanguage. They will listen as their partner explains their 
understanding. They will engage as the Anchor Charts on the grade concept and on related concepts are 
collaboratively created.   
 

First, we need to assess which children need to investigate an Intervention(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
We may already know that a child’s prior understanding is not enough to allow them to Investigate the grade 
concept or a related concept at all, or at a Level close to the grade Level, or we may identify this either in the 
or as we roam or as we collect books using. 

Next we need to assess whatLevel the child needs to Investigate. While the other children are engaged in 
learning (not necessarily Mathematics), where we can focus individually on the child needing an Intervention, we will  
call the child over. We will ask them questionsto identify their current Level of understanding in the Intervention.With 
this assessment data telling us what the child already understands, we can plan and implement the Interventions 
targeted at just beyond the child’s current understanding. 

How can some children investigate an                                       with an Intervention adult? If you have an  
Intervention adult (teacher or aide), provide them with each child’s Intervention Investigation Sheet, and Progress 
Sheet. Have the Intervention adult point out the first instruction, then look away (pretend they are busy with a 
document etc). This is to give the child the opportunity to implement the instruction independently. If the Intervention 
adult micro-manages as the child implements the instruction, we will not know whether the child can follow the 
instruction without support. The Intervention adult will repeat this with subsequent instructions. At the end of the 
Intervention session, the child will return to the classroom, bringing with them their Intervention Investigation Sheet 
and their Progress Sheet (on which the Intervention adult has entered the child’s progress). Because the child was 
given the opportunity to follow the Intervention Investigation Sheet’s instructions independently, they will be able to 
engage in the same Investigation in the classroom. Thus they will see the connection between their learning while 
withdrawn, as their learning in the classroom. 

How can some children investigate an                                       in the classroom, while other children are  
investigating the grade concept or a related concept? 
Because the Intervention is just beyond the child’s current Level of understanding, the child is able to investigate it 
independently (see below ‘What About Children Who Are Not Yet Able To Investigate Independently?’) 
 

INTERVENTION IN THE EXPLICIT TEACHING IN THE FIRST AND/OR SUBSEQUENT LESSON 

IMPLEMENTING AN INTERVENTION INVESTIGATION  
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We will prepare the Intervention Investigation Sheetfor each Intervention the child will Investigate. 
We say to the child, ‘Instead of Investigating (the grade concept) today, you are going to Investigate (the 
Intervention).  
We will give the child the resources they need, as they are listed on the Intervention Investigation Sheet. 
If the child is already familiar with the Investigation because they have engaged in the Investigation during 
lessons on the related concept, they can begin to investigate independently (Assessment AS learning).  
If the child is not already familiar with the Investigation because they have not engaged in the Investigation 
during lessons on the related concept, as we roam, we will pause at each child investigating an Intervention. We will 
point out the first instruction on the Intervention Investigation Sheet, and then we will walk away (Assessment FOR 
and AS learning).  
We will continue to roam, free to guide, observe, question, and prompt every child before returning to the children 
who are Investigating an Intervention. We will continue to point out each instruction, and then walk away. 
(Assessment FOR and AS learning) 
In this way, the child seamlessly begins Investigating the Intervention while remaining seated among other 
children who are Investigating the grade concept (Assessment AS learning). 
When (and if) the child returns to investigate the grade concept will depend on their developing understanding of 
the Intervention (Assessment FOR and AS learning). Because the child is involved in the Explicit Teaching of the 
grade concept, the Investigation will be familiar when they are ready. 
We will use our professional teacher judgment and the embedded assessment data, to decide at the beginning 
of each subsequent lesson, whether to allow the child to Investigate the grade concept or to continue to Investigate 
Interventions. As we roam, we check in on their progress.  

We will continue to use                                                     to identify theand Level that each child  
willinvestigate, and that we will include in the Explicit Teaching, in each subsequent lesson. 
 

How can they be encouraged and taught to Investigate independently?  
And why is independent Investigation important? 
Independently Investigating, and engaging in productive struggle, is when children are learning (Assessment AS 
learning). When we are Explicitly Teaching, the children are learning nothing (Assessment FOR learning). It is not 
until they have the opportunity to Investigate independently, engaging in productive struggle, that they learn, that they 
identify what they currently understand. As long as each child is investigating at just beyond their current Level 
of understanding, their struggle will be productive(Assessment AS learning).  
For children who not yet able to investigate independently, part of their learning is going to be focused on 
developing their capacity to investigate independently(Assessment AS learning). If they have always had an 
adult sitting with them as they investigate, they will have developed the mindset that they can only learn with an 
adult. If we continue to provide an adult, they will continue to think they cannot learn independently.  
So how do we encourage and teach them to investigate independently? In small steps. Because the children 
are sitting in mixed abilities, the surrounding children are investigating independently. As we roam, if a child is not 
investigating, we will pause, give them the first instruction (which may even just be, ‘Open your book’ or may actually 
be the first step in their Investigation ‘Select numbers that you are ready to …’) and then we will walk away. We will 
not remain with the child as they follow (or don’t follow) the instruction. Remaining while they follow the instruction 
reinforces the mindset that they only learn with an adult (Assessment FOR and AS learning).  
We will continue to roam, free to guide, observe, question, and prompt every child before returning to the children 
who are not yet able to Investigate independently, either repeating the initial instruction, or, referring to the 
Anchor Chart, giving the next instruction – and then walking away (Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
It may take some time to change a child’s mindset to believe they can learn independently. If a child can only 
demonstrate learning with an adult sitting with them, and cannot demonstrate the same learning without the adult, 
they have not learnt anything (Assessment AS learning). 

WHAT ABOUT CHILDREN WHO ARE NOT YET ABLE TO INVESTIGATE INDEPENDENTLY?  
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